Jasir Adeyemi
Evangelist Jasir Adeyemi grew up on the streets of Detroit, MI
outwardly seeming no different from anyone else. However under
the happy smiles, the sports accolades and social popularity. He
had been tormented mentally with addictive perversion and
violent impulses since the age of three. With no way to express
what was plaguing him mentally, the perversion lead to addiction
to women, drugs, fighting, and other criminal acts. The physical
and mental perversion ensued a mindset that caused perpetual
lust and aggression, which took him far from where God wanted
him to be.
Although Jasir was raised in the house under a pastor, a holy living
man and a perfect example of what a man should be and a man
of integrity, He still found himself tormented and wondering “God,
why me?” Many nights he spent trying to escape his demons to
the point of suicidal attempts. But God would not allow him to die
even after experiencing cars flipping over, knife fights, bullets
missing him at gun-point, and several dangerous sexual affairs.
After each near death experience he repeatedly asked God,
“Why must I live in this torment? Let me die...today.”
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This vicious death cycle continued, until at age of 26 while praying
with his parents God spoke to Jasir in an open vision. Telling him
that from this point forward he would free him and that he would
lead and army of men to change the face of America.
Transforming this generation to a nation of people with power and
discipline.
God then instructed Jasir to go to Iowa. Since that time in 99 God
has lead him to three other states while serving under five total
pastors. Each time he gained special anointing’s and more mental
discipline.
All of us may not have the outward vice or addiction like
alcoholism, gambling, sex, pornography, and violence. But all of us
are born with a vice. The bible says that the flesh is born wicked. All
of us are born with “a thorn” that is holding us back that we must
fight through. So Evangelist Adeyemi with a vehement desire
shares his testimony of deliverance. Offering freedom to those
bound and addicted nationwide.
Being referred to as a “spiritual psychiatrist.” He has a Word from
God and an anointing. Not only to give natural enlightenment, he
has a God given power for deliverance, which removes the
burdens and destroys the yokes we deal with. So we are able to
finally fulfill our destiny & purpose as soldiers walking as God men.
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